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Rick Williams, SAIC, Oregon Military Dept.
“I’m a resident of Oregon City, Oregon. I’ve been an ocean engineer, deep-sea salvage
diver, and navy captain. The Industry Advisory Group submitted a letter to OPAC to not use
the red, yellow, green color system. It has implied meanings, I would like OPAC to consider
that. Speaking as a representative of the Oregon Military Dept. Camp Rilea is an existing
beneficial user. Camp Clatsop was established 1927 as a defense site and is a user of the
Territorial Sea because of the live rifle range. It contributes 175,000 non consumptive users
each year and budget of 15 million dollars into the Clatsop County.
From OWET perspective, we support the TSP process and think we have accomplished a
lot, starting with the Gov’s Executive Order saying to minimize adverse impacts. It started
with figuring all the areas we don't want and calling the leftovers, “industry opportunity
areas.” They were not “opportunity areas” they were the leftovers. OWET then submitted an
industry suitability map. From what we saw today presented as opportunity zones, they
would be considered “stranded sites” with no cable corridor. We started working to identify
places, we still need to do that. Need cable corridor, sited according to TSP Chp. 4, need
cable easements.”
John Schaad, BPA, TSPAC
“Working on some written comments. The grid connections would need right of way
easements. Who will apply for those? Maybe some ways in the existing land use laws to
facilitate cable easements. Would the easements have to be put in place by the first
developer, what about developers that come after that and need to use the same corridor?
State law says that cables above 600v need to be maintained by public utility, who will do
that for undersea cables? Should the state, developer, or local utilities? These are
questions we need to answer. If the generation is connected and is above a certain load, it
comes with regulations from the NERC and Western electric Coordinating Council, which
have pretty strong requirements for compliance.”
Dave Yamamoto, Pacific City Woods Planning Committee, TSPAC
‘I am gratified the ways things are moving forward involving view sheds and involvement of
local residents of the coast. I think we are moving in the right direction. I will have comments
about the Mass and Rhode Island plans that I think we can adopt, those will wait for the
TSPAC process. Much work to be done. Things are moving along as they should be.”
Peg Reagan, Conservation Leaders Network
“The site specific fishing information should be included in Marine Conservation Area (Level
1 and Level 2), as well as areas that are in Level 3 because you don't have information. I do

withdraw recommendation 7, that Jetties be used, because they are used as nonconsumptive recreational areas [submitted comments]. Unless they are not used for
recreation or the technology would not disturb that recreation. What I’m presenting is not in
conflict with the draft plans provided except in the ways I just stated.”

Laura Anderson, FISHCRED
“FISHCRED did release the crab data maps to the public process and are available on

marine map. The letter states that we believe that it will help improve the interpretation of
fishing value maps associated with aggregation of fishing sectors with equal weighting,
which might have undervalued highly valued fishing grounds. I encourage you to look at
how the new data overlap with existing Level 1 and 2 fishing areas. Some areas overlap
and some areas are newly identified. The board of FISHCRED is expecting that the use of
this data will help how we identify valuable fishing grounds for Oregon.”
Stephanie Webb, POORT
“We understand that ODFW DLCD and TSPWG has done their best for outreach. In Curry
County, there are no resources to do this outreach at the local level. The Ocean Resources
Team had initiated a process to gather local knowledge and buy in and had mapped uses
and resources in a process similar to that of the state. 17 members of the local community
submitted areas that would work as opportunity zones from the local perspective. I am
submitting to the public record, our comments from the Ocean Resources Team and seven
fishermen, which will highlight important areas valuable to the fleet, city, and Resource
Team. I also submitted maps that identify goal 19 resources from the local level.
A significant portion of crab landings north of Cape Blanco from 10-40 fathoms it brought
$30 million dollars into our community last year and we do not want to see that developed
for marine renewable energy. Additionally, we do not want our jetty excluded [submitted
comments].”

Loren Goddard, NSAT
“Remind you of the importance of the fishery that the letters to this body have tried to
illustrate. We don’t think that the Ecotrust mapping accurately represents our valuable
fishing grounds in between Otter Rock and Cascade Head. Without the areas between the
two marine reserves, we are done. They are underrepresented in the states interpretation of
the fishing maps.”
Jason Busch, OWET
“Thank you for the hard work you are doing. Need to negotiate balance between a planning
structure with pre-determined sites, that provides certainty that we all want, with the
flexibility for the industry to work with local communities. The areas on the map are covered
in red, yet there are conversations about how to conduct ocean industry in those areas. I
have some confusion with the use of MARXAN, in this case the whole is greater than the
sum of the parts, if you take a look at the individual parts the sum is much larger. I think
these need to be better communicated. I think this is on the right path, please call on OWET
to provide comments of help with questions.”

